Conditioning of apomorphine effects: simultaneous analysis of the alterations in cortical electroencephalogram and behaviour.
The possible conditioning of pharmacological effects of apomorphine on the electroencephalogram was studied using telemetric recordings in rats. Previous studies have shown that apomorphine-induced stereotyped behaviour can be conditioned: after repeated pairings of defined stimuli with the drug effect, the presentation of the external stimuli alone elicited stereotype sniffing, licking, and gnawing. Since apomorphine, an agonist at dopamine receptors, also produces a characteristic EEG pattern with an increase of power in the alpha-1 band, the possibility that this effect could also be conditioned was studied. In fact, conditioning with a dose of 0.5 mg/kg apomorphine (s.c.) led to a significant increase in the number of short-lasting episodes with enhancement of the power in the alpha-1 range in the presence of the conditioned stimuli, according to a comparison of the results obtained in the conditioned group and those of the controls ("pseudoconditioned"). Moreover, behavioural studies were performed simultaneously in order to find possible correlations between conditioned effects on EEG and conditioned alterations in behaviour. In general, a fair correlation between the increase of power in the alpha-1 band and stereotyped behaviour was found. This was also the case during extinction, when the conditioned stimuli were repeatedly uncoupled from apomorphine administration: both behavioural parameters and EEG alterations showed similar time-courses and had almost disappeared during the fourth extinction session.